Flint Complaint shared a post.
June 28, 2018 ·
This is why we need support and accountability for experts and researchers. When they become the sole voice for a poisoned community and decide their disaster is over long before it is... who fixes this? How do we stop the abandonment of affected people? This is why a large group of us signed on to this letter crafted for us, by us asking the environmental, academic, scientific and engineering communities to step up.

Water You Fighting For? Like Page
June 28, 2018 ·
**UPDATE: This photo was shared to me by an actual affected Flint resident on Thursday. I shared this photo, like I have the many other photos of discolored water, rashes, high lead tests and personal testimony over the past 3.5 years to help amplify Flint residents’ truth. So what happens? People decide to attack. Calling this Flint Mother who posted it a liar, not to her face, but on social media via attacking me, just like cowards do. They didn’t reach out to her and ask her the story behind it. And only this post, not the others like the link below. Stand strong Flint Residents. This is JUST LIKE 2014 & 2015 where people would rather attack over social media than face us and ask questions. Share your photos and your stories because YOUR TRUTH MATTERS. Here is yet another example of discolored water at Flint homes: https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1691421697617807&id=792641617495824 **